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A new complexification of a real abstract Wiener space will be introduced, and
some analogs of the algebra of analytic functions on finite dimensional Euclidean
space will be considered; analytic functions on the original space, their holomorphic
prolongation to the complexified space, and holomorphic functions and a Cauchy
formula on the complexified space. The Cauchy formula is a key tool to study
probabilistic quantities via ‘‘deformation of the contour integration.’’ Namely, it will
be applied to establish (i) an explicit representation of stochastic oscillatory
integrals with quadratic phase function and (ii) a stationary phase estimation of the
integrals. Further, the later estimation is applicable to study Gevrey type smooth-
ness of density functions. An integration by parts formula on a totally real sub-
manifold in the complexified space is also studied.  1997 Academic Press
Contents.
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INTRODUCTION
The stochastic calculus of variations has taken its rise from the introduc-
tion of the methodology of differential calculus to the probability theory.
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The algebra D, &(X ; R) of smooth functionals on a real abstract Wiener
space X behaves, in many points, in a parallel way to the algebra C (Rd )
of infinitely differentiable functions on Rd.
In this paper, we consider some analogs of the algebra C|(Rd ) of
analytic functions on Rd, trying to prolong its following features:
(i) Any u # C|(Rd ) has a holomorphic extension to an open subset of
Cd. To transfer this notion to the probability theory, we have to construct
a complexification of the Wiener space X and some procedures of
holomorphic extension of analytic functional.
(ii) A holomorphic function on Cd satisfies many integral identities
derived from the Cauchy formula. The holomorphic prolongation of
analytic functionals will enjoy comparable properties. As a consequence,
the computation of integrals on the probability space X will be transferred
to those on any manifold belonging to the class of totally real submanifolds
of the complexified Wiener Space. The resulting method of computation of
probability by ‘‘deformation of the contour integration’’ will be tested on
stationary phase estimates.
The background of Cauchy formula on Cd is the existence of
holomorphic differential form of maximal degree which plays the role of
the Lebesgue measure on Rd. On the complexified Wiener space, a canoni-
cal Gaussian holomorphic form of maximal degree is defined; this form
defines a functor associating to each totally real submanifold a complex
Borelian measure. The infinitesimal action of a holomorphic vector field
preserves the class of the canonical Gaussian holomorphic form: the com-
putation of relative density leads to a holomorphic CameronMartin type
theorem.
Most subjects we shall study in the paper are quite new. It must be help-
ful to indicate the direction where the investigation in the section will
proceed, before getting into the detailed and technical arguments. Hence
every section except Sections 1 and 2 starts with a ‘‘Scholium,’’ which is a
simplified and conceptual statement of the main theorem in the section. In
a sense, Scholium is a corollary put before the main theorem, but its key
role is to indicate where we explore in the section. Sometimes it will be a
trivial example. Section 1 is a scholium for Section 2.
1. A PRELIMINARY STUDY ON C2
In the following sections, an important role will be played by ‘‘totally
real submanifolds,’’ which take place of deformed curves in C. In this sec-
tion, we shall make a preliminary observation on C2, which will extend to
totally real submanifolds over the Wiener space.
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Given . # C 1(R2; R2), define I. : R2  C2 by
I.(x)=x+- &1 .(x), x # R2,
and set
V.=[I.(x) : x # R2]/C2.
Denote by J. the Jacobian matrix of ., by I the unit matrix, and
by det2(I+A) the CarlemanFredholm determinant; det2(I+A)=
(det(I+A)) exp[&tr A]. Put
d.(x; ‘)=det2(1+‘J.(x)) exp _&‘((x, .(x)) R2&tr J.(x))&‘
2
2
|.(x)| 2& .
We introduce a C-valued measure +. on R2 given by
+.(dx)=d.(x; - &1) +(dx),
where + is the Gaussian measure on R2.
+(dx)=
1
2?
exp _&|x|
2
2 & *(dx),
* being the Lebesgue measure on R2. We shall see that the image measure
on V. of +. through I. has a geometrical meaning as follows.
Proposition 1.1. Consider a holomorphic differential form | on C2
given by
|=
1
2?
exp _&12 (z21+z22)& dz1 7 dz2 .
Then the image measure +. b I&1. on V. of +. through I. coincides with the
measure determined by the restriction of | on V. :
|
R2
u(I.(x)) +.(dx)=|
V.
u(z) |(dz) for any u # C0(V.). (1.2)
Proof. Represent the standard complex coordinate (z1 , z2) on C2 as
zi=xi+- &1 yi , i=1, 2, to identify C2 with R4 with coordinate
(x1 , x2 , y1 , y2). Under this identification, we have that
I.(x)=(x1 , x2 , .1(x1 , x2), .2(x1 , x2)) where .=(.1 , .2).
Then the pullback operation (I.)* enjoys that
(I.)* (dxi)=dxi , (I.)* (dyi)= :
2
j=1
.i
xj
dxj .
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Since
exp [&12(z
2
1+z
2
2)] dz1 7 dz2
=exp _&12 |x| 2+ 12 | y| 2&- &1 :
2
1
xi yi&
_[(dx1 7 dx2&dy1 7 dy2)+- &1 (dx1 7 dy2+dy1 7 dx2)],
we have that
((I.)* |)x=
1
2?
exp _&12 |x| 2+
1
2
|.(x)| 2&- &1 (x, .(x)) R2&
_{1&\.1x1
.2
x2
&
.1
x2
.2
x1++- &1 \
.1
x1
+
.2
x2+= dx1 7 dx2
=
1
2?
d.(x; - &1) exp _&|x|
2
2 & dx1 7 dx2 ,
which implies (1.2). K
Due to the proposition, +. b I&1. is determined by | and is independent
of the parametrization . of V. . In particular, we can easily compute the
representation of the measure with respect to another parametrization.
Proposition 1.3. Suppose 8 : R2  V. is a C 1 diffeomorphism. Define
8 (x)=x&Re 8(x), x # R2,
and
+8.(dx)=d.(Re 8(x); - &1) |d8 (x; &1)| +(dx).
Then it holds that
|
R2
u(I.(x)) +.(dx)=|
R2
u(8(x)) +8.(dx) for any u # C0(V.). (1.4)
We may also think of the assertion as that on the independence of
+. b I&1. of parametrization.
Proof. Since I.(Re 8)=8, we have that
8*(| |V. )=
1
2?
d.(Re 8(x); - &1) exp _&12 |Re 8(x)| 2&
_det(JRe 8(x)) dx1 7 dx2
=
1
2?
d.(Re 8(x); - &1) d8 (x; &1) exp _&12 |x| 2& dx1 7 dx2 ,
which, combined with (1.2), yields that (1.4) holds. K
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2. A COMPLEXIFIED WIENER SPACE X- &1 H AND
TOTALLY REAL SUBMANIFOLDS
Let (X, H, +) be a real abstract Wiener space; X is a real separable
Banach space, H is a real separable Hilbert space imbedded continuously
and densely in B, and + is a Gaussian measure on X such that
|
X
exp[- &1 (x, l )] +(dx)=exp[&&l&2H2], for every l # X*,
where ( } , } ) denotes the natural paring of X and its dual X*, & }&H denotes
the norm of H, and the identification that H=H* has been used so that
X* is included continuously in H.
Definition 2.1. We shall write X- &1 H for X_H, and think of it
as a complexification of X. Then the element (x, h) # X_H is denoted by
x+- &1 h.
Our aim of this section is to establish an assertion analogous to Proposi-
tion 1.2 which may be thought of as an existence theorem of full dimen-
sional differential form on a submanifold of X- &1 H.
Following Kusuoka [12], we say that a measurable mapping F : X  H
is H-C 1 if
(i) for each x # X, there is a DF(x) # H 2 (# the Hilbert space of
Hilbert Schmidt operators of H to H with Hilbert Schmidt norm) such that
&F(x+h)&F(x)&DF(x)[h]&H=o(&h&H) as &h&H  0, and
(ii) DF(x+ } ): H  H 2 is continuous for any x # X,
where DF(x)[h] denotes the value of the mapping DF(x): H  H at h.
For a vector subspace W of H, let P(W) be the set of all projections of
H with finite dimensional range included in W. P(W) is a directed set with
usual order induced by inclusion of ranges. Any P # P(X*) extends to a
bounded linear operator P : X  X*. It is known [16] that each K # H 2
admits a measurable mapping K : X  H so that &K x&KP x&H  0 in
probability with respect to + as P # P(X*) converges to IH strongly. For an
H-C 1F : X  H, there exists a unique D*F : X  R so that (F(x), P x) H&
tr PDF(x)  D*F(x) in probability with respect to + as P # P(H) con-
verges to IH strongly. See [12, p. 579].
Denote by Re and Im the projections of X- &1 H onto X and H,
respectively; Re z=x and Im z=h for z=x+- &1 h, x # X, h # H.
Definition 2.2. We say that a subset V/X- &1 H is totally real if
Re : V  X is bijective and there exists a mapping  : X  V such that
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Re =idX and Im  is H-C 1. In other words, if V is totally real,
then there exists a unique H-C 1 mapping . : X  H so that
V=[x+- &1 .(x): x # X]. We call this . the characterizing function
of V.
In what follows, a totally real V/X- &1 H and its characterizing
function . are fixed. A mapping 8 : X  V is called a canonical
parametrization of V if
(CP.1) 8 #IX&Re 8 maps X into H, and is H-C 1,
(CP.2) there is an H-C 1-mapping G8 : X  H such that (Re 8) b
(IX&G8)=IX and (IX&G8) b (Re 8)=IX +-a.e. on X,
(CP.3) IH&D8 (x) and IH&DG8(x) are both invertible for +-a.e.
x # X.
Denote by CP(V ) the totality of canonical parametrizations of V.
Obviously IX+- &1 . # CP(V ).
Let H C#HC=H- &1 H, and A : H C  H C be a HilbertSchmidt
operator on the complex Hilbert space H C, then the CarlemanFredholm
determinant det2(I+A), I being the identity mapping of H C, is given by
det2(I+A)= ‘

j=1
(1+*j) exp[&*j],
where [*j] is the sequence of the eigenvalues of A : H C  H C counted with
their multiplicities. For an H-C 1 mapping G : X  H, put
dG(x; ‘)=det2(I+‘DG(x)) exp _&‘D*G(x)&‘
2
2
&G(x)&2H& , ‘ # C,
where the HilbertSchmidt operator DG(x) : H  H has been extended to
that on H C in the standard manner.
Define C-valued measures +. and +8. , 8 # CP(V ), on X by
{+.(dx)=d.(x; - &1) +(dx),+8.(dx)=d.(Re 8(x); - &1 ) |d8 (x; &1)| +(dx). (2.3)
We define a C-valued measure +V as the image measure of +. through I.#
IX+- &1 .:
+V (dx)=+.(I. # dx).
The totally real submanifold V can be identified with X through any
8 # CP(V ). We shall claim the following analog to Proposition 1.3 to
observe that +V is intrinsic for V in a sense.
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Theorem 2.4. The measure +V depends only on V itself in the sense that
+V (dz)=+8.(8 # dz) for any 8 # PC(V ). (2.5)
Proof. Due to [12, Theorem 6.3], we have that
+(IX&G8 # dx)=|d8 (x; &1)| +(dx). (2.6)
Since 8=I.(Re 8) and hence I.=(Re 8) b (IX&G8), (2.5) then
follows. K
3. HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS ON X- &1 H
Scholium 3.1. On X- &1 H, we define two partial derivatives; one is
the Malliavin covariance on X, {X in notation, and the other is the Fre chet
derivative on H, say {H. The CauchyRiemann operator is defined by
 = 12 [{
X+- &1 {H]. For l # X* and z=x+- &1 h # X- &1 H,
define (z, l)=(x, l )+- &1 (h, l ). Then the function u(z)=exp[(z, l )] is
‘‘holomorphic’’ in the sense that  u=0. Moreover, it is ‘‘holomorphic’’ in the
sense that the sequence of holomorphic polynomials [mn=1 (1n!)(z, l )
n]m=1
converges to u.
In this section, these two kinds of holomorphy on X- &1 H will be
studied.
We first recall Sobolev spaces over the real abstract Wiener space X. For
details, see [10, 14, 19, 20]. Denote by FCA (X ) the space of measurable
functions F : X  R of the form
F (x)= f ((x, l1) , ..., (x, ln) )
for some n # N, f # C A (R
n; R), and l1 , ..., ln # X*, where C A (R
n; R) denotes
the space of R-valued C  functions on Rn, which and the derivatives of all
orders of which are of at most polynomial growth. For a real separable
Hilbert space E, set
FC A (X ; E)={ :
finite
fi } ei : fi # FC A (X ) and ei # E= .
The gradient {F : X  HE of F # FC A (X ; E), HE being the Hilbert
space of HilbertSchmidt operators of H to E, is given by
{F (x)[h]= lim
=  0
F (x+=h)&F (x)
=
, h # H.
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Define {n successively and put
Dn, p(X ; E)=the completion of FC A (X ; E) with respect
to the norm & }&L p(X, E ; +)+&{n }&Lp(X, HnE ; +) ,
Dn, &(X ; E)= ,
1< p<
Dn, p(X ; E), D, &(X ; E)= ,
n # N
Dn, &(X ; E),
where Lp(X, E ; +) is the space of all E-valued p th +-integrable functions
defined on X, and & }&Lp(X, E ; +) denotes the associated norm. We shall
denote by the same letter {n the extension of the gradients on FC A (X ; E)
to Dn, p(X ; E). Further, we denote by {* the adjoint operator of
{ : L2(X, R; +)#D1, 2(X ; R) % F [ {F # L2(X, H ; +). {* also extends to a
continuous linear operator of Dn, p(X ; HE) to Dn&1, p(X ; E) (say {*
again).
We next specify rectangular domains where we shall work.
Definition 3.2. We say a Borel set 0/X is a domain with exhaustion
function  if +(0)>0 and  : 0  [0, ) enjoys that g() # D1, &(X ; R)
for every g # C 0 (R), where we have set g()=0 outside of 0.
An example of such an 0 is a ball X(r) in X with radius r and center at
the origin. In this case, &log(1&(& }&Xr)), & }&X being the norm of X,
satisfies the condition for . Another example will be given in Example 3.20
at the end of this section.
In what follows, we fix a domain 0/X with exhaustion function . We
set
D1, ploc (0 ; C)=[F : 0  C : g() F # D
1, p(X ; C) for every g # C 0 (R)].
The derivative {F of F # D1, ploc (0 ; C) is defined by
gn() {F=gn() {(gn+1() F ),
where gn # C 0 (R) satisfies that gn(x)=1 if |x|<n and =0 if |x|>n+1.
We put
D1, p(0 ; C)=[F # D1, ploc (0 ; C): {F # L
p(0, HC; +)].
According to the characterization of Sobolev spaces over X due to Sugita
[20], the above definition of D1, p(X ; C) is consistent with that given
before.
Definition 3.3. Set H(r)=[h # H : &h&H<r], 0<r.
(i) We denote by C p(0, r) the totality of all measurable u : 0
- &1 H(r)  C such that
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(a) uh # D1, p(0 ; C) for any h # H(r), where uh=u(V+- &1 h),
(b) H(r) % h [ uh # Lp(0, C; +) is continuous,
(c) for every h # H(r) and k # H, there exists a uh, k # Lp(0, C; +)
such that &(uh+tk&uh )t&uh, k &Lp(0, C; +)  0 as t  0.
(ii) For u # C p(0, r) and k # H, define derivatives {Xk u, {
H
k u,  k by
({Xk u)(V+- &1 h)=({uh , k) ,
({Hk u)(V+- &1 h)=uh, k =
d
d=
uh+=k } ==0 in Lp(0, C; +).
 k u=
1
2
[{Xk u+- &1 {Hk u].
(iii) Put
H p(0, r)=[u # C p(0, r):  ku=0 for any k # H].
P=[u : u(z)=p((z, l1) , ..., (z, ln) ) for some holomorphic
polynomial p: Cn  C and l1 , ..., ln # X*]
P p(0, r)=[u : u : 0- &1 H(r)  C and, for each compact K/
H(r), there exists a sequence [un]/P such that
limn   suph # K &uh&(un)h&L p(0, C; +)=0]
Proposition 3.4. For any 1<p< and r>0,
P/H p(0, r) & P p(0, r),
where the inclusion means that restrictions of elements in the LHS to
0- &1 H(r) belong to the RHS.
Proof. It is obvious that P/C p(X, ) & P p(0, ). Let l # X* and
define fl(z)=(z, l) , z # X- &1 H. Then it is an easy matter to check
that
 k fl=0 for any k # H,
which, in conjunction with chain rule, implies the desired inclusion. K
Theorem 3.5. Let u # H p(X, r). Suppose that
(i) the mapping H(r$) % h [ uh # L p(X, C; +) is uniformly continuous
for every 0<r$<r,
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(ii) the mappings H(r) % h [ ({Xk u)h , ({Hk u)h # L p(X, C; +) are both
continuous for every k # H.
Then u # P p(X(R), r) for any R<.
Proof. Consider a u as described in the assertion. Let [lj]/X* be a
CONB of H, Pn be the projection of H onto its subspace spanned by
l1 , ..., ln , and Fn be the _-field on X generated by measurable mappings
lj : X  R, 1jn. Set
un(V+- &1 h)=E[uPnh | Fn ],
where E[v| Fn] denotes the conditional expectation given Fn .
We shall first claim that, for any compact K/H(r),
sup
h # K
&uh&(un)h&Lp(X, C; +)  0 (n  ). (3.6)
To do this, recall that
&E[ f | Fn]&Lp(X, C ; +)& f &Lp(X, C; +) (3.7)
and observe that
&uh&(un)h&Lp(X, C; +)&uh&E[uh | Fn]&Lp(X, C; +)+&uh&uPn h&Lp(X, C; +) .
On account of the martingale convergence theorem and the continuity of
h [ uh , we see that
&uh&(un)h&Lp(X, C; +)  0 for any h # H(r). (3.8)
Take r$<r so that K/H(r$). By virtue of (3.7), it holds that
&(un)h&(un)k &Lp(X, C; +) sup
& j1&j2&H&h&k&H
j1 , j2 # H(r$)
&uj1&uj2 &Lp(X, C; +) . (3.9)
Hence, due to the uniform continuity of h [ u(V+- &1 h) on H(r$), we
can derive (3.6) from (3.8).
Due to (3.6), the proof will be complete once we show that
un # P p(X(R), r) for any R<. To this end, first we observe that
un # H p(X, r), and that the mappings h [ (un)h , ({Xk un)h ,
({Hk un)h # L
p(X, C; +) are all continuous. Namely, recall that, if
G # D1, p(X) then E[G | Fn] # D1, p(X) and {E[G | Fn]=Pn E[{G | Fn].
Thus the property (a) for un to be in C p(X, r) is satisfied, and it holds that
({Xk un)h=E[({
X
Pnku)Pn h | Fn].
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It is also easily seen that
1
t
[(un)h+tk&(un)h]&E[({HPnku)Pnh | Fn]  0 as t  0 in L
p(X, C; +),
which implies (c) and that
({Hk un)h=E[({
H
Pn ku)Pnh | Fn].
Combining this with the preceding identity, we further get that  kun=0,
and hence un # H p(X, r). The desired continuity follows from the assump-
tions (i) and (ii) and the above expressions of {Xk un and {
H
k un .
Considering a coordinate system (!i+- &1 ’i)1in on Cn, and iden-
tifying (x, li) and (h, li) with !i and ’i , 1in, respectively, we may
regard un as a function on Rn_U(r)/Cn, where U(r)=[’ # Rn : |’|<r].
Since un # H p(X, r), by virtue of the observation in the preceding
paragraph, we can conclude that  un=0 on Rn_U(r) in the distribution
sense, where  denotes the CauchyRiemann operator on Cd. Fix
0<R< and 0<r$<r arbitrarily. If we denote by u n the continuous ver-
sion of un with respect to the Lebesgue measure, then, we can find a
sequence [ pj] of holomorphic polynomials on Cn such that
sup
’ # U(r$)
&u n(V+- &1 ’)&pj (V+- &1 ’)&L p(U(R), d!)  0 as j  .
(3.10)
By Fubini’s theorem, it holds that
&u n(V+- &1 ’)&un(V+- &1 ’)&Lp(U(R), d!)=0 d’-a.e. ’ # U(r$).
(3.11)
The mapping ’  un( } +- &1 ’) # Lp(U(R), d!) is continuous, because
un # H p(X, r). Thus, (3.11) holds for every ’ # U(r$), and (3.10) does with
u n=un .
Setting un, j (z)=pj ((z, l1) , ..., (z, ln) ), we obtain from (3.10) with
u n=un that
sup
h # H(r$)
&(un)h&(un, j)h&Lp(X(R$), C; +)  0 as j  ,
where R$=R[ni=1 &li&
2
X*]
&12. Thus un # P p(B(R$), r). Because of the
arbitrariness of R< and r$<r, this implies the desired conclusion. K
Another example of element of H p(0, r) can be found in solutions of
stochastic differential equations (SDE in abbreviation) with holomorphic
coefficients.
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Theorem 3.12. Let
X=[x : [0, 1]  Rd: x is continuous and x(0)=0],
H=[h # X : h is absolutely continuous and its derivative h4
is square integrable on [0, 1]],
and + be the Wiener measure on X. Consider V: : Cn  Cn given by V i:(‘)=
nj=1 a
i
:j‘
j+bi: , where ‘=(‘
1, ..., ‘n) # Cn and ai:j , b
i
: # C, 0:d, 1i,
jn. Fix ‘0 # Cn. For each h # H, let z(t; x, h) be a unique solution to SDE
on Cn:
{dz(t)= :
d
:=1
V:(z(t))(dx:(t)+- &1 h4 :(t) dt)+V0(z(t)) dt,
(3.13)
z(0)=‘0 .
Define Z(t ; V): X- &1 H  C by Z(t ; z)=z(t ; Re z, Im z). Then
Z(t ; V) # ,
1<p<
[H p(X, ) & P p(X, )].
Proof. Throughout the proof, we shall fix an arbitrary p # (1, ), and
use a convention that x0(t)=t and h0(t)=0.
We shall first see that Z(t ; V) # P p(X, ). To do this, for n # N and
0k2n, set Tn, k=k2n, and define z(n)(t ; x, h) successively by
z(n)(0; x, h)=‘0 and
z(n)(t ; x, h)&z(n)(Tn, k ; x, h)
= :
d
:=0
V:(z(n)(Tn, k ; x, h))[x:(t)&x:(Tn, k)+- &1 (h:(t)&h:(Tn, k))]
for t # [Tn, k , Tn, k+1], and then Z (n)(t ; V): X- &1 H  C by Z (n)(t ; z)=
z(n)(t ; Re z, Im z). It is straightforward to see that Z (n)(t ; V) # P.
Thus, by the very definition of Z(t ; V) and Z (n)(t ; V), it will be verified that
Z(t ; V) # P p(X, ) once we have established that
sup
&h&HR
E[ sup
0t1
|z(t ; V, h)&z(n)(t ; V, h)| p]  0 as n  , (3.14)
for each R<. To see this convergence, write [t]n for [2nt]2n. It then
holds that
z(n)(t ; x, h)=‘0+ :
d
:=0
|
t
0
V:(z (n)([s]n ; x, h)) [dx:(s)+- &1 h4 :(s) ds]. (3.15)
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Noting the linearity of V: ’s, and applying Burkholder’s and Gronwall’s
inequalities, we obtain a constant Cp , independent of h # H and n # N, such
that
E[ sup
0t1
|z (n)(t ; V, h)| p]Cp exp[Cp &h& pH], (3.16)
where &h&2H=10 |h4 (t)| 2 dt. Then, by the very definition of z(n)(t ; x, h), there
is a constant C $p , independent of h # H and n # N, such that
E[|z(n)(t ; V, h)&z(n)([t]n ; V, h)| p]C $p exp[C $p &h&2pH ] 2
&np2.
Since
z(t ; x, h)&z(n)(t ; x, h)
= :
d
:=0
|
t
0
[V:(z(s; x, h))&V:(z(n)(s; x, h))]
_[dx:(s)+- &1 h4 :(s) ds]
+ :
d
:=0
|
t
0
[V:(z(n)(s; x, h))&V:(z(n)([s]n ; x, h))]
_[dx:(s)+- &1 h4 :(s) ds],
apply Burkholder’s and Gronwall’s inequalities again to see that there is a
constant C"p , independent of h # H and n # N, so that
E[ sup
0t1
|z(t ; V, h)&z(n)(t ; V, h)| p]C"p exp[C"p &h&2pH ] 2
&np2.
Thus (3.14) holds.
We shall next see that Z(t ; V) # C p(X, ). It is well known in the
Malliavin calculus that Z(t ; V+- &1 h) # D1, p(X ; C) (cf. [11]). Thus the
property (a) to be in C p(X, ) has be seen.
To see that the property (b) is satisfied, mention that
2=(t, x)#
z(t, x, h+=k)&z(t, x, h)
=
enjoys the SDE:
d2i=(t, x)= :
d
:=0
:i:j2
j
=(t, x)(dx
:(t)+- &1 h4 :(t) dt)
+- &1 :
d
:=1
V i:(z(t, x, h+=k)) k4
:(t) dt.
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Since z(t ; x, h) enjoys (3.16) with z for z(n), we get a constant Cp$$$<
depending only on p such that
sup
|=|1
E[ sup
0t1
|2=(t)| p]Cp$$$ &k& pH exp[Cp$$$(&h&
p
H+&k&
p
H)], (3.17)
which means that the property (b) holds.
To see the property (c), let w(t, x, h) be the solution to the SDE
dwi(t)= :
d
:=0
ai:j w
j(t)(dx:(t)+- &1 h4 :(t) dt)
+- &1 :
d
:=1
V i:(z(t, x, h)) k4
:(t) dt (3.18)
with initial condition w(0, x, h)=0. Then it holds that
d[2i=(t, x)&w
i(t, x, h)]
= :
d
:=0
:i:j (2
j
=(t, x)&w
j(t, x, h))(dx:(t)+- &1 h4 :(t) dt)
+= - &1 :
d
:=1
ai:j 2
j
=(t, x) k4
:(t) dt.
In conjunction with (3.17), we can conclude that
E[ sup
0t1
|2=(t, x)&w(t, x, h)| p]  0 as =  0.
Thus Z(t; V) # C p(X, ), and
({Hk Z(t; V))h=w(t, V, h). (3.19)
We shall finally show that Z(t ; V) # H p(X, ). It is an elementary exer-
cise of the Malliavin calculus to derive from the SDE (3.13) that
d({((Zi(t ; V))h), k)
= :
d
:=0
ai:j ({((Z
j(t ; V))h), k)(dx:(t)+- &1 h4 :(t) dt)
+ :
d
:=1
V i:(z(t, x, h)) k4
:(t) dt.
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Comparing this with (3.18), we have that
({Xk Z(t ; V))h=({((Z(t ; V))h), k) =&- &1 w(t, V, h).
Combined with (3.19), this yields that  kZ(t; V)=0. K
In the remainder of this section, we shall give an example of domains 0
with exhaustion function.
Example 3.20. We continue to work on the classical Wiener space
(X, H, +) as in Theorem 3.12. Let W: # C (Rn; Rn), 0:d, and consider
an SDE on Rn
{d!(t)= :
d
:=1
W:(!(t)) dx:(t)+W0(!(t)) dt,
(3.21)
!(0)=!0 # Rn.
We then have a unique solution !(t, x), which may explode in finite time.
Take 0;12 and p # N such that 2p;>1, and define
F(x)=|
1
0
|
1
0
|!(t, x)&!(s, x)| 2p
|t&s| 1+2p;
dt ds.
For 0<R, put
0=[F<R], and ={&log(R&F ),F,
if R<,
if R=.
Remember that (cf. [18, Theorem 2.1.3]), for any continuous , : [0, 1]  R
and t, s # [0, 1],
|,(t)&,(s)|
23+(1p) \ ;+(12p);&(12p)+{|
1
0
|
1
0
|,(t)&,(s)| 2p
|t&s| 1+2p;
dt ds=
12p
|t&s| ;&(12p).
For R<, choose W (R): # C

0 (R
n : Rn) so that
W (R): (!)=W:(!) if |!||!0 |+
23+(1p)(;+(12p)) R12p
(;&(12p))
.
Denote by !(R)(t, x) the unique solution to the SDE (3.21) with
W:=W (R): , 0:d. Construct 
(R) in the same manner as , only this
time with !(R)(t, x) instead of !(t, x). Then,  (R) # D, &(X ; R) ([5]),
and =(R) on [F<R]. Hence, for every g # C 0 (R), choose R< so
that supp g/[ |!|<R] and conclude that g()=g((R)) # D, &(X ; R).
Thus 0 is a domain with exhaustion function .
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4. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS ON X
Scholium 4.1. Let l # X* and set F (x)=sin(x, l ) . Then F is ‘‘analytic’’
in the sense that
F (x+h)= :

n=0
1
n ! \{\
d
d!+
n
sin != }!=(x, l )+ (h, l ) n
= :

n=0
1
n !
({nF (x), h n) ,
for any x # X and h # H. Moreover, F is prolonged ‘‘holomorphically’’ to
F : X- &1 H  C so that
F (x+- &1 h)=sin((x, l )+- &1 (h, l ) )= :

n=0
- &1n
n !
({nF (x), h n).
In this section, we shall give definitions of analytic functions on X and study
their holomorphic prolongations to X- &1 H.
Definition 4.2. Let 0<r. We say that a measurable function
F : X  R belongs to a class C H (X, r) if there is a measurable set XF/X
such that
(i) XF is H-invariant, i.e. XF+H=XF , and +(XF )=1,
(ii) for each x # XF , the mapping H(r) % h [ F (x+h) # R is C  in
the sense of Fre chet differentiation, where H(r)=[h # H : &h&H<r].
For F # C H (X, r), set
F (x)={F (x)0,
for x # XF ,
for x  XF .
(4.3)
Then, due to the H-invariance of XF , for every x # X, the mapping
H(r) % h [ F (x+h) is C  in the sense of Fre chet differentiation.
Definition 4.4. For F # C H (X, r), define F as in (4.3). We denote by
{ nF (x) the n th Fre chet derivative of the mapping h [ F (x+h) at h=0.
We shall make a remark on notation. By definition, { nF (x) is a con-
tinuous n-linear operator on H, but may not be in H n, the space of
n-linear operators of Hilbert-Schmidt type. In what follows, the value of
{ nF (x) evaluated at (h1 , ..., hn) # Hn will be denoted in two ways; by
{ nF (x)[h1 , ..., hn] or by ({ nF (x), h1 } } } hn) accordingly as it is
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thought of as just a continuous n-linear operator or a HilbertSchmidt
operator.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that F # C H (X, r) & D
, 1+(X ; R). Then
{ nF={nF +-a.e.
Proof. Let E be a real separable Hilbert space. Recall that (see
Lemma A.2, or [20]) if G # D1, p(X ; E) then
"1= (G(x+=h)&G(x))&{G(x)[h]"E  0
in probability for any h # H. Since the operator norm of continuous n-linear
mappings are dominated by the HilbertSchmidt one, the assertion follows
from the very definition of { nF by induction. K
Definition 4.6. Let p # (1, ) and 0<r. We define
C|, p(X, r)
={F # C H (X, r) & D, p(X ; R): :

n=0
sn
n !
&{nF&Lp(X, Hn; +)< for any s<r=
and call elements of C|, p(X, r) analytic functions with convergence radius
r. We moreover set
C|(X, r)= .
p # (1, )
C|, p(X, r),
C|, p(X )=C|, p(X, ), and C|(X )=C|(X, ).
The following lemma indicates that F # C|(X, r) is ‘‘analytic.’’
Lemma 4.7. Let p # (1, ), 0<r, and F # C|, p(X, r). Then there
exists a measurable set X F/X such that +(X F )=1 and
:

n=0
sn
n !
&{ nF (x)&Hn<, (4.8)
F (x+h)= :

n=0
1
n !
({ nF (x), h n) , (4.9)
for every s<r, x # X F , and h # H(r).
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Proof. By Lemma 4.5, there is a measurable set X0/X such that
+(X0)=1 and (4.8) holds for every x # X0 and s<r.
Due to Taylor’s theorem, for any x # XF , h # H(r), and N # N, it holds
that
F (x+h)= :
N
n=0
1
n !
{ nF (x)[h, ..., h
n
]
+|
1
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tN
0
dtN+1{ N+1F(x+tN+1h)[h, ..., h
N+1
].
Applying the CameronMartin theorem and Lemma 4.5, we see that
"|
1
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tN
0
dtN+1 { N+1F (x+tN+1 h)[h, ..., h
N+1
]"L1(X, R ; +)
|
1
0
dt1 |
t1
0
dt2 } } } |
tN
0
dtN+1 &{N+1F&Lp(X, HN+1; +) e(q&1) &h&
2
H 2 &h&N+1H

&h&N+1H
(N+1)!
&{N+1F&Lp(X, HN+1; +) e(q&1) &h&
2
H2,
where (1p)+(1q)=1. Thus, for h # H(r),
:
N
n=0
1
n !
{ nF (x)[h, ..., h
n
]  F (x+h) in L1(X, R; +).
In particular, by virtue of (4.8), for each h # H(r), there exists a measurable
set Xh/X0 such that +(Xh)=1 and (4.9) holds for every x # Xh.
We now choose a dense subset [hj]j=1 of H(r) and put
X F=XF & X0 & \,

j=1
Xhj+ .
It is easily seen that X F is of full measure and enjoys the property (4.8). To
see (4.9), it suffices to notice that, if x # X F , then (4.9) holds with h=hj ,
j # N, and that the both sides of (4.9) are continuous in h. K
We shall now define a holomorphic prolongation of F # C|(X, r) to
X- &1 H.
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Definition 4.10. For F # C|(X, r), define F : X- &1 H(r)  C by
F (x+- &1 h)
={ :

n=0
- &1n
n !
({ nF (x), h n), if :

n=0
&h&nH
n !
&{ nF (x)&Hn<,
0, otherwise.
By definition, it holds that
F (x+- &1 0)=F (x), x # X,
and hence we call F the holomorphic prolongation of F.
We shall see that a holomorphic prolongation F is holomorphic in
ordinary sense on complex lines in the direction of H. For ‘ # C and h # H,
x+‘h denotes the element in X- &1 H given by (x+(Re ‘) h)+
- &1 ((Im ‘) h). The holomorphic prolongation F is evaluated at x+‘h so
that
F (x+‘h)=F ((x+(Re ‘) h)+- &1 ((Im ‘) h)).
We are now ready to see the holomorphy of F on complex lines in the
direction of H.
Theorem 4.11. Let 0<r and F # C|(X, r). Then it holds that
F ((x+h)+- &1 k)
= :

n=0
1
n!
({ nF (x), [h+- &1 k]n),
for x # X F , h # H(r), and k # H with &h&H+&k&H<r, (4.12)
where X F is the set described in Lemma 4.7. In particular, it holds that
F (x+‘h)= :

n=0
‘n
n !
({ nF (x), h n)
for x # X F , h # H(r), and ‘ # C with |Re ‘|+|Im ‘|<r&h&H .
Finally, F # H p(X, r) if F # C|, p(X, r).
Proof. Let F # C|, p(X, r). We shall first see that, for any x # X F ,
h # H(r), h1 , ..., hn # H, and s<r&&h&H ,
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({ nF (x+h), h1 } } } hn)
= :

m=1
1
m !
({ m+nF (x), h mh1 } } } hn) , (4.13)
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nF (x+h)&Hn<. (4.14)
Namely, let x # X F , h # H(r), and hj # H, j=1, ..., n. Choose a $>0 so that
h+ni=1 ti hi # H((r+&h&H)2) if (t1 , ..., tn) # R
n satisfies i |ti | 2<$. In
what follows, we assume that i |ti | 2<$. Then, by (4.9),
F \x+h+ :
n
i=1
ti hi+= :

j=0
1
j ! { jF (x), \h+ :
n
i=1
ti hi+
 j
 .
It follows from (4.8) that
:

j=n
s j&n
( j&n)!
&{ jF (x)&H j<, s<r.
Hence, due to the dominated convergence theorem, we have
{ nF (x+h)[h1 , ..., hn]
=
n
t1 } } } tn
F \x+h+ :
n
i=1
tihi+ } t1= } } } =tn=0
= :

m=1
1
m !
({ m+nF (x), h mh1  } } } hn).
Thus (4.13) has been seen. This also implies that
&{ nF (x+h)&Hn :

m=0
1
m !
&{ n+mF (x)&Hn+m &h&mH .
We therefore have
:

n=0
sn
n !
&{ nF (x+h)&Hn :

n=0
(s+&h&H)n
n !
&{ nF (x)&Hn ,
which yields (4.14).
Let x # X F and h # H(r). Consider k # H with &h&H+&k&H<r. By (4.14),
:

n=0
&k&nH
n !
&{ nF (x+h)&Hn<.
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Then, by the definition of F ,
F ((x+h)+- &1 k)= :

n=0
- &1n
n !
({ nF (x+h), k n).
Plugging (4.13) into this, and then applying the binomial theorem, we
obtain (4.12).
To see the last assertion, let F # C|, p(X, r). By Lemma 4.5, we have that
F h # D1, p(X ; C) and
({Xk F )h= :

n=0
- &1n
n !
({n+1F, kh n) , +-a.e. (4.15)
By (4.12), for x # X F ,
F (x+- &1 (h+k))&F (x+- &1 h)
= :

n=1
- &1n
n !
:
n
m=1 \
n
m+ ({nF (x), k mh n&m).
Hence
|F (x+- &1 (h+k))&F (x+- &1 h)|
&k&H :

n=1
1
(n&1)!
&{ nF (x)&Hn (&k&H+&h&H)n&1,
and
}(F (x+- &1 (h+k))&F (x+- &1 h))
& :

n=1
- &1n
(n&1)!
({ nF (x), kh n&1) }
&k&2H :

n=2
1
(n&2)!
&{ nF (x)&Hn (&k&H+&h&H)n&2.
Thus the conditions (i)-(b), (c) in Definition 3.3 are satisfied, and it holds
that
({Hk F )h= :

n=1
- &1n
(n&1)!
({nF, kh n&1) , +-a.e.
In conjunction with (4.15), these implies that F # H p(X, r). K
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5. EXAMPLES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
In this section, we shall give several examples of elements of C|(X ).
Example 5.1. We shall see that the Ito^ integral ( } , h) belongs to
C|(X ) for every h # H. To see this, take a sequence [ln] # X* so that
&ln&h&H  0 as n  . As is well known, ( } , ln) converges to ( } , h) in
L2(X, R; +). Hence, taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
( } , ln)  ( } , h) +-a.e. Then, put
X( } , h) =[x # X : lim
n  
(x, ln) exists]
(x, h)={
lim
n  
(x, ln) , if x # X( } , h) ,
0, otherwise.
It is an easy matter to see that X( } , h) +H=X( } , h) and +(X( } , h))=1.
Moreover, it holds that
(x+k, h)=(x, h) +(k, h) , x # X( } , h) , k # H.
Thus ( } , h) # C H (X, ), and it holds that { ( } , h)=h and {
2( } , h)=0,
n2. Therefore ( } , h) # C|(X ).
Example 5.2. Consider a sequence [an]/R with n=1 a
2
n<, a
CONB [hn] of H, and a real polynomial p : R  R of degree N such that
|
R
p(!) e&|!|22 d!=0.
It is easily seen that mn=1 an p(( } , hn) ) converges in L
2(X, R; +) as
m  . Hence there exits a subsequence [mi] such that the convergence
takes place +-a.e. Now put
XF={x # ,n # N X( } , hn) : limi   
mi
n=1 an p((x, hn) ) exists and
n=1 a
2
n( p
( j)((x, hn) ))2< for 1jN= ,
where p( j) is the j th derivative of p. Define F : X  R by
F (x)={ limi   :
mi
n=1
an p((x, hn) ), if x # XF ,
0, if x  XF .
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Obviously +(XF )=1. Mention that
p(!+!0 )= :
N
j=0
p( j)(!0)
j !
! j and p( j)(!+!0 )= :
N
i=j
p(i)(!0)
(i& j)!
!i& j.
Then observe that, for x # XF and h # H,
:
mi
n=1
an p((x+h, hn) )=F (x)+ :
N
j=1
1
j ! { :
mi
n=1
an p( j)((x, hn) )(h, hn) j= ,
[ p( j)((x+h, hn) )]2N(1 6 &h&H)N& j :
N
i=j
[ p(i)((x, hn) )]2.
Thus XF is H-invariant, F # C H (X, ), and
{ jF (x)= :

n=1
an p( j)((x, hn) ) h  jn .
We therefore see that F # C|(X ).
Example 5.3. Let (X, H, +) be the classical Wiener path space over Rd.
Take ai:j , b
i
: # R, 1i, jn, 0:d, and !0 # R
n. Define V i:(!)=
nj=1 (a
i
:j!
j+bi:), !=(!
1, ..., !n) # Rn, and V:(!)=ni=1 V
i
:(!)(!
i). Con-
sider an SDE on Rn
d!(t)= :
d
:=0
V:(!(t)) dx:(t), !(0)=!0 , (5.4)
where we have used the convention that x0(t)#t. We shall show that there
exist !i(t) # C|(X ), i=1, ..., n, such that !(t)=(!1(t), ..., !n(t)) is the solu-
tion to the SDE (5.4).
It was seen by Kusuoka [13] that there exists a solution !(t) to (5.4)
such that each component !i(t) is in C H (X, ) with X!i(t)=X.
By induction, we can derive from (5.4) that
{
({k!i(T ), h1  } } } hk)
(5.5)
= :
d
:=0
:
n
j=1
ai:j |
T
0
({k !j(t), h1 } } } hk) dx:(t)
+(Rik(T ), h1 } } } hk) ,
{k!(0)=0,
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for k # N and T # [0, 1], where
(Rik(T ), h1  } } } hk)
={
:
d
: = 1
|
T
0
V i: (!(t)) h4
:
1 (t) dt, if k = 1,
:
k
m=1
:
d
:=1
:
n
j = 1
a i:j |
T
0 {k&1! j(t), }m${m hm$ h4
:
m(t) dt, if k  2.
Observe that there exists a constant M<, independent of k and T, such
that
&Rik(T )&HkMk {|
T
0
sup
0ts
&{k&1!(t)&2Hk&1 Rn ds=
12
.
Fix an arbitrary p # (2, ). Then applying Burkholder’s and Gronwall’s
inequalities, we can find a constant 0<A<, independent of k and T,
such that
E[ sup
0tT
&{k!(t)& pHk Rn]
k pA p |
T
0
E[ sup
0ts
&{k&1!(t)& pHk&1 Rn] ds, (5.6)
for k # N and T # [0, 1]. Thus there is a constant C such that
E[ sup
0t1
&{k!(t)& pHkRn]
1pC(k !)1&(1p) Ak, k # N.
Hence each !i(t), 1in, 0t1, is in C|, p(X, ), and, in particular,
in C|(X ).
In this case, the holomorphic prolongations of !(t)’s are determined by
SDE (3.13) on Cn; let Z(t ; V) : X- &1 H  C be as in Theorem 3.2,
then,
(Zi(t ; V))h=( !i(t)
t
)h +-a.e. for each h # H. (5.7)
Namely, fix h # H and let !(t ; ‘, x), ‘ # C, be the solution to the SDE
d!(t ; ‘)= :
d
:=0
V:(!(t ; ‘))(dx:(t)+‘h4 :(t) dt), !(0; ‘)=!0 ,
where h0(t)#0. Obviously
!(t ; 0)=!(t) and !(t ; - &1)=(Z(t ; V))h +-a.e. (5.8)
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Further we have that !(t; V) # C(C) and that
d _ 

‘
!i(t ; ‘)&= :
d
:=0
:
n
j=1
ai:j

‘
! j(t ; ‘)(dx:(t)+‘h4 :(t) dt)

‘
!(0; ‘)=0.
See [10, 11]. This implies that ( ‘ ) !(t ; ‘)=0. Hence !(t ; ‘) is
holomorphic in ‘ on C and it holds that
!(t ; ‘)= :

k=0
‘k
k ! _\

‘+
k
!(t ; ‘) } ‘=0& . (5.9)
The kth holomorphic derivative enjoys that
d _\ ‘+
k
!i(t ; ‘) } ‘=0&= :
d
:=0
:
n
j=1
ai:j \ ‘+
k
! j(t ; s) } ‘=0 dx:(t)+R ik(t)dt,
\ ‘+
k
!(0; ‘) } ‘=0=0,
where
R ik(t)={
:
d
:=1
V i:(!(t ; 0)) h4
:(t), k=1
k :
d
:=1
:
n
j=1
ai:j {\ ‘+
k&1
! j(t ; ‘) } ‘=0= h4 :(t), k2.
Comparing this with (5.5), we obtain that
\ ‘+
k
!(t ; ‘) } ‘=0=({k!(t), h k) .
Plugging this into (5.9) and then remembering (5.8), we arrive at (5.7).
6. A CAUCHY FORMULA
Scholium 6.1. Let . # D2, &(X ; H ) be H-C 1, and F # C |(X ). Define
J.(r)=exp[r[ 12 &.&
2
H+&{.&
2
H2+|{*.|]]
UF, .(r)= sup
‘ # C, |‘|<r
[ |F ( } +‘.( } ))|],
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where F denotes the holomorphic prolongation of F in Definition 4.10.
Assume that
UF, .(1) J.(1) # L1(X, R; +) and J.(r) # L1(X, R; +) for some r>0.
Then, it holds that
|
X
F (x) +(dx)=|
V
F (z) +V (dz), (6.2)
where V/X- &1 H is the totally real submanifold associated with ..
Remark 6.3. The identity (6.2) is thought of as a Cauchy formula on
X- &1 H. Namely, the integral on the ‘‘real axis’’ X is replaced by the
one on the ‘‘complex curve’’ V=[x+- &1 .(x) : x # X ].
The scholium follows from the following general theorem and
Theorem 4.11.
Theorem 6.4. Let . # D1, 1+(X ; H ) and consider u : X- &1 H  C
such that u(V+- &1 0) # L1(X, C; +), and, for some R< and $0>0,
the mapping ‘ [ u(x+‘.(x)) # C is holomorphic on U(R, $0)#[‘ # C:
|‘|<R, |Re ‘|<$0 , Im ‘>&$0] for +-a.e. x # X, where u(x+‘h)=
u([x+(Re ‘) h]+- &1[(Im ‘) h]). Let 0<$<$0 and put
8( } ; r, u, ., $)
= sup
‘ # U(r, $)
[ |u( } +‘.( } ))|] exp _r2 &{.&2H2+$ |{*.|+r
2
2
&.&2H& ,
r1(u, ., $)=sup[0<rR : 8( } ; r, u, ., $) # L1(X, R; +)],
r2(.)=sup[0<rR : exp[r |{*.|+r2 &{.&2H2] # L1(X, R; +)],
where sup[ } } } ]=0 if [ } } } ]=<.
(i) If r2(.)>0 and . # D2, 1+(X ; H ), then it holds that
|
X
u(x) +(dx)=|
X
u(V+‘.(V)) det2(I+‘{.) e&‘{*.&(‘
22) &.&2H d+,
for every ‘ # U(r1(u, ., $), $), (6.5)
where u(x)=u(x+- &1 0), x # X.
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(ii) If, in addition, . is H-C 1, R>1, and 8(V; 1, u, ., $) # L1(X, R; +),
then it holds that
|
X
u(x) +(dx)=|
V
u(z) +V (dz),
where V/X- &1 H is the totally real submanifold associated with ..
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 6.4, we shall make two
remarks. First, we notice that D.={. and D*.={*. +-a.e. for every
H-C 1. # D1, 1+(X ; H ). See Lemma A.2. Thus, in the sequel, we shall also
write
d.(V; ‘)=det2(I+‘.) e&‘{*.&(‘
22) &.&2H, . # D1, 1+(X ; H ).
We next recall some properties of det2 , that can be found in [4, XI.9].
Let T, B : H C  H C be HilbertSchmidt operators. Then the mapping
C % ‘ [ det2(I+T+‘B) is entire, and it and its derivatives of all orders are
continuous in T and B with respect to the HilbertSchmidt norm
([4, XI.9.22]).
Since det2(I+‘T ) has an n-fold zero at ‘=&1* and (I+‘T)&1 has at
most an n-fold pole there if * is an eigenvalue of T of multiplicity n, the
expressions
det2(I+T )[(I+T)&1&I ] and det2(I+T) tr[[(I+T)&1&I] B]
are both well-defined by continuity, irrespective of whether I+T is inver-
tible or not. With this notation, we can describe the derivative of
det2(I+T+‘B) as follows ([4, XI.9.23]):
d
d‘
det2(I+T+‘B) } ‘=0=det2(I+T ) tr[[(I+T )&1&I] B]. (6.6)
Moreover, it holds that
|det2(I+T)|exp[&T&22 2], (6.7)
&det2(I+T)[(I+T )&1&I ]&2exp[&T&22+1], (6.8)
where &T&2 stands for the HilbertSchmidt norm of T : H C  H C
([4, XI.9.22, 24]).
Proof of Theorem 6.4. (i) Fix r<r1(u, ., $) and 0<$$<$. We shall
estimate (dd‘)[u(V+‘.(V)) d.(V; ‘)]. First, due to (6.7), we have that
|d.(V; ‘)|exp _r
2
2
&{.&2H2+$$ |{*.|+
r2
2
&.&2H& , ‘ # U(r, $$). (6.9)
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Secondly, according to (6.6)(6.8), for each 0<=<r we obtain a constant
C= such that, for every ‘ # U(r, $$),
} dd‘ d.(V; ‘) }
(&{.&H2+|{*.|+r &.&2H)
_exp _r2 &{.&2H2+$$ |{*.|+r
2
2
&.&2H+1&
C= exp _(r2+=) &{.&2H2+($$+=) |{*.|+r
2+=r
2
&.&2H& .
Finally Cauchy’s theorem says that, for each 0<=<min[r1(u, ., $)&
r, $&$$],
sup
‘ # U(r, $$) }
d
d‘
u(x+‘.(x))}1= sup‘ # U(r+=, $$+=) |u(x+‘.(x))| +-a.e.
Thus, due to the definition of r1(u, ., $),
sup
‘ # U(r, $$) }
d
d‘
[u(V+‘.(V)) d.(V; ‘)] } # L1(X, R; +).
Applying the dominated convergence theorem after recalling the
holomorphy of the mapping ‘ [ u(x+‘.(x)) d.(x; ‘), we can conclude
that
‘ [ |
X
u(x+‘.(x)) d.(x; ‘) +(dx) is holomorphic on U(r, $$). (6.10)
Choose p, q # (1, ) so that . # D2, q(X ; H ) and q>2p&1, By the
definition of r2(.), there is an r0>0 such that
exp[r0 |{*.|+r20 &{.&2H2] # L1(X, R; +).
Hence
exp[&{*(*.)+&{(*.)&2H2] # L1+(1( p&1))(X, R; +)
for * # R with |*|<
p&1
p
r0 .
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Noting that 2p&1=(1( p&1)+2)(1( p&1)), by virtue of the results due
to U stu nel and Zakai [21, Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.2],1 we come to
|
X
u(x) +(dx)=|
X
u(x+*.(x)) d.(x; *) +(dx)
for * # R with |*|<
p&1
p
r0 .
In conjunction with (6.10), this implies the identity (6.5).
(ii) By the assumption, r1(u, ., $)1. Then (6.5) yields that
|
X
u(x) +(dx)=|
X
u(x+r - &1 .(x)) d.(x; r - &1) +(dx), 0r<1.
By virtue of (6.9), applying the dominated convergence theorem as letting
r A 1, we conclude that the identity holds with r=1, which means the
second assertion holds. K
In a special case, the method of prolongate Feynman-Kac type formula
holomorphically can be also found in [22]. We now state an extension of
the theorem which will play a key role in the next section;
Theorem 6.11. Let .1, .2 # D2, &(X ; H ) and define . : X 
H- &1 H by .=.1+- &1 .2. Consider u : X- &1 H  C such that
u(V+- &1 0) # L1(X, C; +), and, for some $, =>0,
(i) ‘ [ u(x; ‘)#u(x+.1(x)+‘.2(x)) is holomorphic on U(1+=, $),
+-a.e.,
(ii) [sup‘ # U(1, $) |u(V; ‘)|] e8(., $) # L1(X, R; +), where
8(., $)=&{*.1+&{.1&2H2 +$ |(.
1, .2) |+2 |({.1, {.2) |
+$ |{*.2|+ 12 &.
2&2H+&{.
2&2H2 ,
(iii) e&{*.1&*{*.2+&{.1+*{.2&H2 # L1+(X, R; +) for any * # R with
|*|<$.
Then it holds that
|
X
u d+=|
X
u(V+.(V)) det2(I+{.) e&{*.&12(., .) d+, (6.12)
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where
{*.={*.1+- &1 {*.2,
(., .)=&.1&2H&&.
2&2H+2 - &1 (.1, .2) H .
Proof. The assertion can be seen in the repetition of the argument
employed to show Theorem 6.4, only this time with .1+‘.2 for ‘.. We
therefore omit the details. K
As an immediate consequence of this theorem and Theorem 4.11, we
have the following.
Corollary 6.13. Let .1, .2 # D2, &(X ; H ), Fi # C|(X ), 1in, and
9 : Cn  C be holomorphic. Define .=.1+- &1 .2 and u=9(F 1 , ..., F n).
If u satisfies the conditions (ii) and (iii) described in Theorem 6.11, then
(6.12) holds.
We shall close this section by an application of the above theorem.
Example 6.14. By definition, we have that
|
X
e- &1 (x, l ) +(dx)=e&&l&
2
H2, l # X*. (6.15)
We shall show this identity as an application of Theorem 6.4.
Let u(x+- &1 h)=e- &1 ((x, l )+- &1 (h, l ) ), and .(x)#l. Obviously
. # D, &(H ). Since u(x+‘h)=e- &1 ((x, l ) +‘(h, l ) ), it is easily seen that
r1(u, ., $)= and r2(.)= for any $>0. Applying Theorem 6.4, we
have that
|
X
u(x) +(dx)=|
X
u(x+- &1 .(x)) d.(x; - &1) +(dx)
=|
X
e- &1 (x, l ) &&l&
2
H det2(IH) e&- &1 (x, l ) +(12) &l&
2
H +(dx)
=e&&l&
2
H2,
which means that (6.15) holds.
7. STATIONARY PHASEQUADRATIC PHASE FUNCTION
Scholium 7.1. Consider a symmetric HilbertSchmidt operator
A : H  H so that A=n=1 an hnhn , where an # R, 

n=1 a
2
n<, and
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[hn] is a CONB of H. A quadratic function QA : X  R is defined as the
L2-limit n=1 an((x, hn)
2&1). According to the splitting property of +, we
can easily show that
|
X
e- &1 QA(x) +(dx)=[det2(I&2 - &1 A)]&12. (7.2)
In this section, we shall extend the above identity with amplitude function 1
to general amplitude functions.
We shall start with several definitions.
Definition 7.3. For a HilbertSchmidt operator A : H  H as above,
choose an increasing sequence [mi]/N so that min=1 an(( } , hn)
2&1)
converges as i   +-a.e. and set
XA={x # ,n # N X( } , hn) : limi   
mi
n=1 an((x,hn)
2&1) exists
and n=1 a
2
n(x, hn)
2<= ,
QA(x)={ limi   :
mi
n=1
an((x, hn) 2&1), if x # XA ,
0, otherwise,
LA(x)={ :

n=1
an(x, hn) hn , if x # XA ,
0, otherwise.
For the definition of X( } ,hn) , see Example 5.1.
The following assertion follows from the observation made in Example 5.2.
Lemma 7.4. (i) XA is H-invariant and +(XA)=1.
(ii) QA # C|(X ) & D, &(X ; R), LA # D, &(X ; H ).
(iii) It holds that, for any x # XA and h # H,
QA(x+h)=QA(x)+2(LA(x), h) +(Ah, h) , { QA(x)=2LA(x),
and that {*{QA=2{*LA=2QA +-a.e.
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For A : H  H as above, define sn , tn # R by
sn+- &1 tn=(1&2 - &1 an)&12&1, (7.5)
where the branch of ‘12 with 112=1 is considered. As is easily seen
|sn+- &1 tn |= } 2- &1 an- 1&2 - &1 an (- 1&2 - &1 an +1) }2 |an |. (7.6)
Definition 7.7. Define .iA # D
, &(X ; H ), i=1, 2 by
.1A(x)={ :

n=1
sn(x, hn) hn , if x # XA ,
0, otherwise,
.2A(x)={ :

n=1
tn(x, hn) hn , if x # XA ,
0, otherwise.
We moreover set
.A=.1A+- &1 .2A .
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 7.8. Let A : H  H and .A : X  H- &1 H be as above. If
 # C|(X ) & D, &(X ; R) enjoys that
M0[, r]# :

n=0
rn
n !
&{ n&2Hn # L
1(X, R; +) for any 0<r<,
then it holds that
|
X
e- &1 QA d+=[det2(I&2 - &1 A)]&12 |
X
 (x+.A(x)) +(dx). (7.9)
The proof will be divided into several steps, each step being a lemma. In
the proof, for the sake of simplicity, the holomorphic prolongation of QA
and  are denoted by the same letters. In what follows, we always assume
that  # C|(X ) & D, &(X ; R) enjoys that M0[, r] # L1(X, R; +) for any
r # (0, ).
Lemma 7.10. Let u=e- &1 QA. If &A&#maxn # N |an |<120, then the
conditions (i)(iii) in Theorem 6.11 are satisfied with .=.A and $=1.
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Proof. For ‘ # C, set
u(x; ‘)=exp[- &1 QA(x+.1A(x)+‘.2A(x))] (x+.1A(x)+‘.2A(x)).
Since QA and  are both in C|(X ), C % ‘ [ u(x; ‘) is holomorphic for
+-a.e. x # X (cf. Theorem 4.11). Thus the condition (i) has been seen.
We shall now see (ii). Due to (7.6), it holds that
{ |(LA , .
j
A) |2 &LA &2H , |(.iA , . jA) |4 &LA &2H ,
|(A.iA , .
j
A) |4 &A& &LA&
2
H , i, j # [1, 2].
(7.11)
By Lemma 7.4, we then obtain that, for ‘ # C with |‘|<1,
|exp[- &1 QA(V+.1A(V)+‘.2A(V))]|
exp[[12 &A&+4] &LA&2H]. (7.12)
Observe that
(x+.1A(x)+‘.
2
A(x))= :

n=0
1
n !
({ n(x), [.1A(x)+‘.
2
A(x)]
n) .
Hence, due to (7.11), for |‘|<1,
|(V+.1A(V)+‘.
2
A(V))|
 :

n=0
1
n !
&{ n&Hn (4 &LA&H)n
M0[, r]12 exp _8r &LA&2H& . (7.13)
Define HilbertSchmidt operators SA , TA : H  H by
SA= :

n=1
snhnhn , TA= :

n=1
tnhnhn .
Then,
{.1A=SA , {.
2
A=TA , {*.
1
A=QSA , and {*.
2
A=QTA . (7.14)
Hence, by (7.11), we see that 8(.A , 1) defined in Theorem 6.11 enjoys that
8(.A , 1)&QSA+|QTA |+6 &LA &
2
H+C for some C>0. (7.15)
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Noting that &LA&2H=QA2+

n=1 a
2
n , QB+QB$=QB+B$ and e
|t|et+e&t, we
can conclude from (7.12), (7.13), and (7.15) that, for some C ,
[ sup
|‘| <1
|u(x; ‘)|] e8(.A , 1)
C (M0[, r])12 [exp[Q&SA+TA+[12 &A&+10+(8r)] A2]
+exp[Q&SA&TA+[12 &A&+10+(8r)] A2]], (7.16)
for any 0<r<.
By virtue of (7.6), it holds that, for r8
&&SA\TA+[12 &A&+10+(8r)] A2&< 14.
Recalling then that
eQB # L1(X, R; +) if &B&<12, (7.17)
we derive from (7.15) and the integrability of M0[, r] that
[ sup
|‘|<1
|u(V; ‘)|] e8(.A , 1) # L1(X, R; +).
Thus the condition (ii) has been verified.
By (7.14), there is a constant C such that for any : # R with |:|1,
e&{*.
1
A&:{*.
2
A+&{.
1
A+:{.
2
A&
2
H2C exp[Q&SA&:TA].
Since &&SA&:TA &4 &A& , on account of (7.17), we have that
e &{*.
1
A&:{*.
2
A+&{.
1
A+:{.
2
A&
2
H2 # L2+(X, R; +), |:|1,
which means the condition (iii) holds. K
Lemma 7.18. If &A&<120, then (7.9) holds.
Proof. By Lemma 7.10, Theorem 6.11 is applicable. Then, combining
with (7.14), we see that
|
X
e- &1 QA d+
=det2(I+UA) |
X
(V+.A(V)) e- &1 QA(V+.A(V))&{*.A&(12)(.A , .A) d+,
(7.19)
where UA=SA+- &1 TA .
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Let un=sn+- &1 tn . It follows from (7.5) that
&(- &1 an&un)=2 - &1 anun+- &1 anu2n& 12u2n .
This implies that - &1 A&UA is of trace class. Moreover, due to this and
Lemma 7.4, we have that, for x # XA ,
- &1 QA(x+.A(x))&{*.A(x)& 12 (.A(x), .A(x))
=- &1 :

n=1
an((x, hn) 2&1)+2 - &1 :

n=1
anun(x, hn) 2
+- &1 :

n=1
anu2n(x, hn)
2& :

n=1
un((x, hn) 2&1)
& 12 :

n=1
u2n(x, hn)
2
=&tr(- &1 A&UA). (7.20)
It also follows from (7.5) that (I+UA)2=(I&2 - &1 A)&1. Then, it is
easily seen that
[det2(I+UA)]2=[det2(I&2 - &1 A)]&1 e2 tr(- &1 A&UA).
Plugging this and (7.20) into (7.19), we obtain (7.9). K
Lemma 7.21. Let W#[‘ # C: |Re ‘|<1(4 &A&)] and define
}(x; ‘)={ :

n=1 {
1
- 1&2‘an
&1= (x, hn) hn , ‘ # W, x # XA ,
0, ‘ # W, x  XA .
Then, for any x # X, the mapping
W % ‘ [ }(x; ‘) # H C=H- &1 H
is holomorphic. Moreover, it holds that
&}(x; ‘)&H C4 |‘| &LA(x)&H C , x # XA . (7.22)
Proof. Notice that
} 1- 1&2‘an&1 }= }
2‘an
- 1&2‘an (- 1&2‘an +1) }4 |‘| |an | if ‘ # W.
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Hence we have that
" :
N
n=m {
1
- 1&2‘an
&1= (x, hn) hn"
2
H C
16 |‘| 2 :
N
n=m
a2n(x, hn)
2 (7.23)
which implies the uniform convergence of Nn=m [(1- 1&2‘an)&1]
(x, hn) hn to }(x; ‘) on any compact subset of W for each x # XA . Thus, }(x; ‘)
is holomorphic on W. The inequality (7.22) follows from (7.23). K
Lemma 7.24. There exists a measurable set X0/XA & X  so that +(X0)=1
and the mapping
W % ‘ [ (x+}(x; ‘)) # C
is holomorphic for every x # X0. Moreover, it holds that
|(x+}(x; ‘))|[M0[, r](x)]12 e(8r) |‘|
2 &LA(x)&
2
H
for every x # X0 , ‘ # W, r>0. (7.25)
Proof. By Theorem 4.11, for x # XA & X  ,
(x+}(x; ‘))= :

n=0
1
n !
({ n(x), }(x; ‘) n).
By Lemma 7.21, ‘ [ ({ n(x), }(x; ‘) n) is holomorphic on W. Moreover,
by virtue of (7.22), we have
} :
N
n=m
1
n!
({ n(x), }(x; ‘) n) }
 :
N
n=m
1
n!
&{ n(x)&Hn [4 |‘| &LA(x)&H]n
\ :
N
n=m
rn
n !
&{ &2Hn +
12
exp _8r |‘| 2 &LA(x)&2H& .
Since M0[, r] # L1(X, R; +), the desired conclusion follows. K
Lemma 7.26. The identity (7.9) holds.
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Proof. Set ==17 (1(8 &A&)). Combined with Cauchy’s theorem,
Lemma 7.24 implies that, for every x # X0 and r, R # (0, ),
sup
|‘|<R, |Re ‘|<= }
d
d‘
(x+}(x; ‘)) }
(8 &A& 61) sup
|‘|<(R+1), |Re ‘|<2=
|(x+}(x; ‘))|
(8 &A& 61)[M0[, r](x)]12 exp _8r (R+1)2 &LA(x)&2H& .
Due to the holomorphy of (x+}(x; ‘)) and the dominated convergence
theorem, we see that
‘ [ |
X
(V+}(V; ‘)) d+ is holomorphic on [ |Re ‘|<=]. (7.27)
Next mention that
*QA=Q*A and }(V; * - &1)=.*A , * # R. (7.28)
By virtue of Lemma 7.18, this implies that, for * # R with |*|<1(20 &A&), it
holds that
|
X
e- &1 *QA d+=[det2(I&2 - &1 *A]&12 |
X
(V+}(V; - &1 *)) d+.
In conjunction with (7.27), this identity continues to hold for all * # R, and
hence, substituting *=1, by (7.28), we obtain (7.9). K
8. STATIONARY PHASEAN ESTIMATION
Scholium 8.1. Let q # C|(X ) & D, &(X ; R). For j # N and r>0, define
Mj [q, r], Kj (r) : X  [0, ] by
Mj [q, r]= :

n=j
rn
n!
&{nq&2Hn , Kj (r)=e[1+Mj+2[q, r]+Mj [{*{q, r]].
Assume that
(A.1) for some :, ;>0, it holds that exp[&{q&&:H +K0(1) ;] #
L0+(X, R; +),
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(A.2) there is an r>1 so that
M2[q, r], M0[{*{q, r] # ,
p # (1, )
L p(X ; R),
exp _ 720K1(r)(log r) K0(1)3& # L1(X, R; +).
Then there is a C0>0 so that
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }C0 exp[&C0 |*| #] for any * # R,
where #=
:;
:+:;+4;
. (8.2)
The scholium follows from a more general estimation described in the follow-
ing theorem with the help of Lemma 8.5 below. A similar kind of estimation has
been obtained by Ren [23] via a study of analytic functions on X.
Theorem 8.3. Let q # C|(X ) & D, &(X ; R). Assume that +({q{0)=1,
and
(A.3) there is an M # D, &(X ; R) such that Me(1+M2[q, 1])
and
exp _45 &{M&
2
H
M 4
+
2 |{*{q|
3M(1+&{q&2H)& # L1(X, R; +).
Then there is a C1>0 so that
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }C1 \|X exp _&*
&{q&4H 7 1
54M & d++
12
, *1. (8.4)
Lemma 8.5. Let p # (1, ). If Mj [q, r] # L p(X ; R), then, for every
r$<r, Mj [q, r$] # D, p(X ; R) and it holds that
&{mMj [q, r$]&Hm
2 \ mr$ log(rr$)+
m2
[(Mj [q, r$])12 (Mj+m[q, r])12
+(2m&1&1) Mj+1[q, r]], m # N. (8.6)
We shall first see that Scholium 8.1 follows from Theorem 8.3 and
Lemma 8.5.
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Proof of Scholium 8.1. We first show that (8.4) holds with M=K0(1).
To see this, we claim that Assumption (A.2) implies (A.3) with M=K0(1).
Namely, in this case, |{*{q|M is bounded. Moreover, combined with
Lemma 8.5, (A.2) implies that M # D, &(X ; R) and that
&{M&H
2
(log r)12
[(M2[q, 1])12 (M3[q, r])12
+(M0[{*{q, 1])12 (M1[{*{q, r])12]

4
e(log r)12
K0(1)12 K1(r)12
for r>1. Thus Assumption (A.3) is satisfied, and hence (8.4) holds.
Observe next that
|
X
exp _&* &{q&
4
H 7 1
54K0(1) & d+
exp[&*1&a]++(54K0(1)*b)++(&{q&4 7 1*&(a&b))
for any *1, a>b>0. Substituting a=(:+4;)(:+:;+4;) and b=
:(:+:;+4;), by virtue of (A.1) and (8.4) with M=K0(1), we can estab-
lish (8.2) for *1. Applying the similar observation to &q, we obtain (8.2)
for *&1, and hence for all * # R. K
Proof of Lemma 8.5. Set M (N)j [q, r]=
N
n=j (r
nn !) &{nq&2Hn . Then
M (N)j [q, r] # D
, &(X ; R) and M (N)j [q, r$]  Mj[q, r$] in L
p(X, R; +)
for every r$<r. Observe that
&{mM (N)j [q, r$]&Hm
 :
N
n=j
(r$)n
n !
:
m
k=0 \
m
k+ &{n+kq&Hn+k &{n+m&kq&Hn+m&k
 :
m
k=0 \
m
k + \ :
N
n=j
(r$)n
n !
&{n+kq&2Hn+k+
12
_\ :
N
n=j
(r$)n
n !
&{n+m&kq&2Hn+m&k+
12
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2 \supn # N
(n+m)!
n ! \
r$
r+
n+m
+ (r$)&m (Mj [q, r$])12 (M (N+m)j+m [q, r])12
+ :
0<k<m {\
m
k + \supn # N
(n+k)!
n ! \
r$
r +
n+k
+
_\supn # N
(n+m&k)!
n ! \
r$
r+
n+m&k
+
_(r$)&m(M (N+k)j+k [q, r])
12 (M (N+m&k)j+m&k [q, r])
12=
\ mr$ log(rr$)+
m2
{2(Mj[q, r$])12 (M (N+m)j+m [q, r])12
+ :
0<k<m \
m
k + (M (N+k)j+k [q, r])12 (M (N+m&k)j+m&k [q, r])12= ,
where, to see the last inequality, we have used that supn # N nan
1log(1a), 0<a<1. Since M (N$)j [q, r$]&M
(N)
j [q, r$]=M
(N$)
N+1 [q, r$],
N<N$, in conjunction with the closedness of {m, this implies that
Mj [q, r$] # Dm, p(X, R). Moreover, the above inequalities yield (8.6), for
Mj+1[q, r]Mj [q, r]. K
We shall now proceed to the proof of Theorem 8.3. The proof is divided
into several steps, each step being a lemma. In what follows,
q # C|(X ) & D, &(X ; R) and M # D, &(X ; R) are assumed to enjoy
(A.3) and that +({q{0)=1. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, we shall
denote the holomorphic prolongation of q also by q, and write {q for { q.
We start with a lemma on inverse functions of holomorphic functions of
one complex variable.
Lemma 8.7. Let 0<\1. Set B(r)=[z # C: |z|<r], r>0, and
1\=[ f : B(1)  B(1): holomorphic and f (0)=0, f $(0)=\].
If f # 1\ , then, for any z # C with |z|=\3 and ‘ # B(\224), it holds that
| f (z)&‘&\z|
7
8
\ |z|<\ |z|, (8.8)
| f (z)&‘|
\2
24
. (8.9)
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In particular, every f # 1\ admits a holomorphic inverse function
f &1: B(\224)  B(\3),
which is represented as
f &1(w)=
1
6? |
1
0
dt |
2?
0
ds
\we- &1 s
f ((\3) e- &1 s)&tw
, w # B \\
2
24+ . (8.10)
Proof. Let f # 1\ . By Cauchy’s theorem, we have that
| f "(z)|
2
(1&|z| )2
.
Taylor’s theorem then implies that
f (z)=\z+L(z), |L(z)|
|z| 2
(1&|z| )2
.
Noting that \313, by a direct computation, we have
| f (z)&‘&\z||‘|+
|z| 2
(1&|z| )2

7
24
\2=
7
8
\ |z|
for |z|=\3 and ‘ # B(\224). Hence (8.8) holds. (8.9) follows from (8.8)
immediately.
On account of (8.8), we can apply Rouche ’s and the Residue theorems
to conclude the last assertion. K
Lemma 8.11. Define
eq=
1
1+&{q&2H
{q,
and, for ‘ # C,
fx(‘)={
1+&{q(x)&2H
M(x) &{q(x)&2H
[q(x+‘eq(x))&q(x)], if {q(x){0,
0, if {q(x)=0.
Then fx # 11M(x) for x # X q with {q(x){0 ( for the definition of X q , see
Lemma 4.7).
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Proof. By Theorem 4.11, for x # X q ,
q(x+‘eq(x))&q(x)=
&{q(x)&2H
1+&{q(x)&2H
‘+ :

n=2
‘n
n !
({nq(x), eq(x) n) . (8.12)
Since &eq&H=&{q&H(1+&{q&2H), this implies that
|q(x+‘eq(x))&q(x)|
&{q(x)&2H
1+&{q(x)&2H
(M(x))12 |‘|, ‘ # B(1). (8.13)
It also follows from (8.12) that
d
d‘
(q(x+‘eq(x))&q(x)) } ‘=0=
&{q(x)&2H
1+&{q(x)&2H
.
Thus fx # 11M(x) . K
Lemma 8.14. Fix g0 , g1 # C (R) so that
g0(x)={0, if x1,1, if x2, g1(x)={
x,
1,
if x12,
if x2,
and 0g0 , g1 , 0g$02, 0g$11 on [0, ). Set
b(x)=g1(&{q(x)&2H),
and, for a, *>0,
\a*(x)=g0(*
a &{q(x)&2H) f
&1
x \- &1 b(x)27M(x)2 + .
Then \a* # D
, &(X ; C).
Proof. Put
fs, t(x)=27M(x)2 fx \e
- &1 s
3M(x)+&- &1 tb(x).
Then by (8.10) and Lemma (8.11), we have that
\a*(x)=g0(*
a &{q(x)&2H)
- &1
6?
b(x)
M(x) |
1
0
dt |
2?
0
ds
e- &1 s
fs, t(x)
. (8.15)
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By (8.9),
| fs, t |
27
24
1 +-a.e. (8.16)
Moreover, by (8.12), we obtain that
fs, t=9e- &1 s+
9
&{q&2H
f s, t&- &1 tb,
where
f s, t= :

n=2
e- &1 ns
n ! \
1
3M(1+&{q&2H)+
n&1
({nq, ({q) n). (8.17)
Recall that &{nq&- n! M 12, n2 and n=2 n j( 13)n< for every j # N.
For each k # N, we can find a constant Ak , independent of n # N, such that
"{k \{ 1M(1+&{q&2H)=
n&1
+ ({nq, ({q) n) "Hk
Aknk - (n+k)! M &n+((k+1)2) :
k
j=1
(1+&{ jM&H j)k.
Hence f s, t # D, &(X ; R). By virtue of (8.16),
g0(*a &{q&2H)
fs, t
# D, &(X ; R) and } g0(*
a &{q&2H)
fs, t }g0(*a &{q&2H).
Therefore we can conclude that \a* # D
, &(X ; R). K
Lemma 8.18. For any *>0 and a>0, it holds that
|\a* |
&{q&2H 71
3M
and &{\a*&H
10
3
&{M&H
M 2
+34.
Proof. The first inequality follows from (8.15) and (8.16).
To see the second, let f s, t be as described in (8.17). Then it holds that
| f s, t |e8
&{q&2H 7 1
M 12
(8.19)
&{f s, t&He8 {
&{M&H
M 32
+3 - 2+2= (&{q&H 71).
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Namely, since &{nq&Hn- n ! M 12, n2, and &{q&2H(1+&{q&2H)
&{q&2H 7 1, it holds that
| f s, t | :

n=2
1
n ! \
1
3M(1+&{q&2H)+
n&1
- n ! M 12 &{q&nH

&{q&2H 7 1
M 12
:

n=2
1
- n ! \
1
3+
n&1
,
from which the first inequality follows. To show the second, apply the
chain rule to observe that
"{ _\ 1M(1+&{q&2H)+
(n&1)
&"H
(n&1) \ 1M(1+&{q&2H)+
(n&1)
{&{M&HM +2 - 2 M 12= ,
and
&{({nq, ({q) n)&H- (n+1)! M 12 &{q&n+n - n ! - 2 M &{q&n&1H .
Hence
&{f s, t &H
&{q&2H 7 1
M 12 \
&{M&H
M
+2 - 2 M 12+ :

n=2
1
- (n&2)! \
1
3+
n&1
+
&{q&2H 7 1
M 12
:

n=2
- 2
- (n&1)! \
1
3+
n&1
+- 2 (&{q&H 7 1) :

n=2
- 2
- (n&2)! \
1
3+
n&1
e8 \
&{M&H
M 32
+3 - 2+2+ (&{q&H 7 1).
Thus, we arrive at the second inequality of (8.19).
Observe that
{b=2g$1 (&{q&2H)({
2q, {qV)
to obtain
&{b&H4M 12, (8.20)
for g$1=0 on [2, ).
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Noting that g0(K &{q&2H) &{q&
&2
H # D
, &(X ; R) for any K>0, define
{(1&{q&2H) on [{q{0] so that
{ \ 1&{q&2H+={[ g0(K &{q&2H) &{q&&2H ] if &{q&2H2K.
We then have that
"{ \ 1&{q&2H+"H
2 - 2 M 12
&{q&3H
on [{q{0].
We can also define {fs, t in the same manner as {(1&{q&2H). Combining the
above estimates with (8.19) and (8.20), we obtain that
&{fs, t &H4M 12+9 e8 {
&{M&H
M 32
+5 - 2+2= &{q&&1H ,
on [{q{0]. (8.21)
Further observe that
&{[ g0(*a &{q&2H)]&H2g$0(*
a &{q&2H) *
a - 2 M 12 &{q&H
4 - 2 M 12 &{q&&1H .
Now by a direct computation, we obtain the desired estimation of {\a* .
Namely, differentiate (8.15), and plug this, (8.20), and (8.21) into the
resulting identity. Then, in conjunction with (8.16), we obtain the desired
estimation by replacing - e8 and - 2 by 1 and 32, respectively. K
Lemma 8.22. Put
.a*=\
a
* eq .
It holds that
&.a* &H
1
3M
, &{.a*&H2
10
3
&{M&H
M 2
+36
|{*.a* |
10
3
&{M&H
M 2
+
|{*{q|
3M(1+&{q&2H)
+35.
Proof. Observe that
{.a*=
\a*
1+&{q&2
{2q&
2\a*
(1+&{q&2)2
{2q[{q]{q+
1
1+&{q&2
{\a*{q,
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and that
{*.a*=
\a*
1+&{q&2
{*{q&{ \ \
a
*
1+&{q&2+ , {q
=
\a*
1+&{q&2
{*{q&
1
1+&{q&2
({\a* , {q)
+
2\a*
(1+&{q&2)2
({2q, {q{q).
Then the estimations follow from Lemma 8.18. K
Lemma 8.23. For every *>0 and a>0, the conditions (i)(iii) in
Theorem 6.11 are fulfilled with u=e- &1 *q and .=.a* . Moreover, there is a
constant C2 , independent of a and *, such that
|det2(I+{.a*) e
&{*.a*&12(.
a
* , .
a
*) |
C2 exp _12 &{M&
2
H
M 4
+
|{*{q|
3M(1+&{q&2H)& .
Proof. Taking an advantage of the elementary inequality that |t|
$ |t| 2+(1$), t # R, $>0, after a straightforward computation, we can
derive the last inequality from (6.7) and Lemma 8.22.
To see that the conditions in Theorem 6.11 are fulfilled, we decompose
as \a*=\
a, 1
* +- &1 \a, 2* , \a, j* # R, and set .a, j* =\a, j* eq . Then .a, j* #
D, &(X ; H ) and
.a*=.
a, 1
* +- &1 .a, 2* .
Since .a, 1* +‘.
a, 2
* =[\
a, 1
* +‘\
a, 2
* ] eq , by Theorem 4.11, the mapping
‘ [ u(x; ‘)#e- &1 *q(x+.*
:, 1(x)+‘.*
a, 2(x))
is holomorphic on C. Thus the condition (i) in Theorem 6.11 has been seen.
To see (ii), first recall that (cf. Lemma 8.18)
|\a, 1* +‘\
a, 2
* |2 |\
a
* |
1
M
for |‘|<1. (8.24)
By virtue of (8.13), this implies that
|q(x+.a, 1* +‘.
a, 2
* )&q(x)|1 for |‘|<1.
Hence
sup
|‘|<1
|u(x; ‘)|e*. (8.25)
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By the definition of 8(., $),
|8(.a* , 1)|2 |{*.
a
* |+4 &{.a*&2H2+ 32 &.a*&2H .
Combining this with Lemma 8.22, we can find a constant C3>0, independ-
ent of a and *, such that
|8(.a* , 1)|45
&{M&2H
M 4
+
2 |{*{q|
3M(1+&{q&2H)
+C3 .
In conjunction with (8.25) and Assumption (A.3), this implies that
[ sup
|‘|<1
|u(x; ‘)|] e8(.
a
* , 1) # L1(X, R; +),
which means that the condition (ii) in Theorem 6.11 holds.
Let |:|<1. On account of Lemma 8.22, we obtain a constant C4 , inde-
pendent of :, a, and *, such that
|&{*.a, 1* &:{*.
a, 2
* +({.
a, 1
* +:{.
a, 2
* , {.
a, 1
* +:{.
a, 2
* ) |
(1+|:| ) |{*.a* |+(1+|:| )
2 &{.a*&
2
H2

45
4
(1+|:| )2
&{M&2H
M 4
+(1+|:| )
|{*{q|
3M(1+&{q&2H)
+C4 .
Thus the condition (iii) follows from Assumption (A.3). K
Lemma 8.26. The estimation (8.4) holds.
Proof. In the proof, we assume that *>1 and a1.
Due to Lemma 8.23, we can apply Theorem 6.11 to conclude that
|
X
e- &1 *q d+=|
X
Fa, * d+, (8.27)
where
Fa, *=e- &1 *q(V+.
a
*(V)) det2(I+{.a*) e
&{*.a*&(12)(.
a
* , .
a
*)
Observe that (see Lemmas 8.11 and 8.14), on [&{q&2H>2*
&a],
- &1 q(x+.a*(x))=- &1 q(x)+- &1
M(x) &{q(x)&2H
1+&{q(x)&2H
fx(\a*(x))
=- &1 q(x)&
&{q(x)&2H b(x)
27M(x)(1+&{q(x)&2H)
.
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Using the constant C2 given in Lemma 8.23, which was independent of a
and *, we obtain
} |[&{q&2H>2*&a] Fa, * d+ }
C2 |
[&{q&2H>2*
&a]
exp _&* &{q&
2
H b
27M(1+&{q&2H)& 9 d+, (8.28)
where
9=exp _12 &{M&
2
H
M 4
+
|{*{q|
3M(1+&{q&2H)& .
Since |\a* |1(3M), by (8.13), we have
|- &1 *q(x+.a*(x))&- &1 *q(x)|
* &{q(x)&2H2 on [&{q&
2
H2*
&a],
which, in conjunction with Lemma 8.23 again, yields that
} |[&{q&2H>2*&a] Fa, * d+ }C2 |[&{q&2H>2*&a] e
29 d+. (8.29)
Plugging (8.28) and (8.29) into (8.27) and then letting a  , we arrives
at
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }C2 |X exp _&*
&{q&2H b
27M(1+&{q&2H)& 9 d+, *1.
Since min[&{q&2H(1+&{q&
2
H), b]
1
2 (&{q&
2
H 7 1), applying the Schwartz
inequality, we obtain the desired estimation. K
9. DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF GEVREY CLASS
Scholium 9.1. Let q # C|(X) & D, &(X ; R). Assume (A.1) and (A.2)
in Scholium 8.1. Then the image measure + b q&1 on R admits a density func-
tion p # C (R) of Gevrey class.
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We first recall the definition of Gevrey class. If U/R is an open set we
shall denote by Ga(U ), a>1, the set of all f # C (U ) such that for every
compact set K/U there is a constant CK with
} d
nf
dxn
(x) }CK (CK (n+1)a)n, x # K, n # N.
We call Ga(U ) the Gevrey class of order a on U.
Scholium 9.1 follows from the following.
Theorem 9.2. Let q # C|(X) & D, &(X ; R). Under Assumptions (A.1)
and (A.2), the image measure + b q&1 on R admits a density function
p # Gm(R) with respect to the Lebesgue measure, where m=min[n # N:
1n:;(:+:;+4;)].
Proof. It follows from (A.1) that &{q&&1H #  p # (1, ) L p(X, R; +). As is
well known in the Malliavin calculus, this implies the existence of
p # C (R) so that + b q&1(dx)=p(x) dx on R.
Scholium 8.1 implies that there is a constant C>0 such that the Fourier
transformation p^(!) of p enjoys that
| p^(!)|C exp[&C |!| :;(:+:;+4;)]
for ! # R. This implies that, for some constant C ,
| p^(!)|C \C (N+1)
m
|!| +
N
for any ! # R"[0], N # N,
from which we can conclude that p # Gm(R) (cf. [6, Proposition 8.4.2]). K
10. A HOLOMORPHIC CAMERONMARTIN FORMULA
Scholium 10.1. Let . # D2, &(X ; H ) be H-C 1, and assume that
exp[ 12&.&2H+&{.&2H2+|{*.| ] # L2(X, R; +).
For U =u~ } k, u~ # P, k # H, and v~ # P, we define
(U v~ )(z)= lim
=  0
v~ (z+U (z))&v~ (z)
=
.
Then, it holds that
|
V
(U v~ ) d+V=|
V
I(U ) v~ d+V , (10.2)
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where V is the totally real submanifold associated with . and I(U )(z)=
u~ (z)(z, k) &U k u~ (z), U k#k. In this section, we extend this identity to
holomorphic prolongation U and v~ of analytic vector field U and analytic
function v on X.
We begin with defining analytic vector fields on X. To do this, we first
define a class C H (X, r; H) of functions A : X  H in exactly the same man-
ner as C H (X, r) in Definition 4.2, only this time with H for R. Then, for
A # C H (X, r; H ), {
nA is defined as in Definition 4.4, and it coincides with
{nA +-a.e. if A is also in D, 1+(X ; H ). For p # (1, ) and 0<r, put
C |, p(X, r; H )
={A # C H (X, r; H ) & D, p(X ; H ): :

n=0
sn
n !
&{nA&Lp(X, Hn+1; +)<
for any s<r= ,
and
C|(X, r; H )= .
p # (1, )
C|, p(X, r ; H ),
C|, p(X ; H )=C|, p(X, ; H ), and C|(X ; H )=C|(X, ; H ).
For A # C|(X, r; H ), define its holomorphic prolongation A : X
- &1 H(r)  H C=HC by
A (x+- &1 h)
={ :

n=0
- &1n
n!
({ nA(x), h nV), if :

n=0
&h&nH
n !
&{ nA(x)&Hn+1<,
0, otherwise.
In the repetition of the argument in Section 4, we can show that
Lemma 10.3. Let A # C |(X, r ; H ). Then, there exists a measurable set
X A such that +(X A)=1 and, for any x # X A , s<r, and h, k # H(r) with
&h&H+&k&H<r,
{
:

n=0
sn
n!
&{ nA(x)&Hn+1<,
(10.4)
A ((x+h)+- &1 k)= :

n=0
1
n!
({ nA(x), [h+- &1 k]nV) .
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Due to Theorem 4.11, for A # C|(X, r; H ) and F # C|(X, r), we can
define
(A F )(z)={ lim=  0
F (z+=A (z))&F (z)
=
, if Re z # X F ,
0, otherwise.
It should be mentioned that, F being holomorphic, A F is the holomorphic
derivative of F at z in the complex direction A (z).
For G # D, &(X ; H ) and r # (0, ), define
M0[G, r]= :

n=0
rn
n !
&{nG&2Hn+1 .
Our goal will be:
Theorem 10.5. Let . and V be as in Scholium 10.1 and 2<p<. Con-
sider A # C|, p(X ; H ) and F # C|, p(X ). Assume that, for some 0<=<12,
(i) M0[F, 1=], M0[{F, 1=], M0[A, 1=] # L2(1&2=)(X, R; +),
(ii) {*A admits a +-version, say {*A again, so that {*A # C|, p(X )
and M0[{*A, 1=] # L2(1&2=)(X, R; +).
Then, it holds that
|
V
A F d+V=|
V
{*A
t
F d+V . (10.6)
The proof is divided into several steps, each being a lemma.
Lemma 10.7. Let 2<p<, A # C|, p(X, r; H ) and F, G # C|, p(X, r).
Then { F # C|, p(X, r; H ), and (A, { F ) and FG are both in C |, p2(X, r).
Moreover, it holds that, for any 0<s<r and =>0,
{
:

n=0
sn
n !
&{ n(A, { F )&Hne=s
2[M0[A, 1=] M0[{F, 1=]]12,
(10.8)
on X A & X F
:

n=0
sn
n !
&{ n(FG)&Hne=s
2[M0[F, 1=] M0[G, 1=]]12,
on X F & X G .
Proof. It is easily seen that { F # C|, p(X, r; H ). In the rest of the proof,
we shall only show that (A, { F ) belongs to C|, p2(X, r), and enjoys the
desired inequality, since FG is dealt with in exactly the same manner.
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Set X(A, { F )=XA & XF , where XA is the H-invariant set for A to
be in C H (X, r; H ). Then X(A, { F ) is H-invariant and of probability 1.
Furthermore the mapping H(r) % h [ (A(x+h), { F (x+h)) is C  for
x # X(A, { F ) , and hence (A, { F ) is in C H (X, r).
Observe that, on X A & X F ,
&{ n(A, { F )&Hn :
n
m=0 \
n
m+ &{ mA&Hm+1 &{ n&m+1F&Hn&m+1 . (10.9)
This first yields that
:

n=0
sn
n !
&{ n(A, { F )&L p2(X, Hn; +)
 :

n=0
sn
n !
:
n
m=0 \
n
m+ &{ mA&L p(X, Hm+1; +) &{ n&m+1F&Lp(X, Hn&m+1; +)
\ :

n=0
sn
n !
&{ nA&L p(X, Hn+1; +)+\ :

n=0
sn
n !
&{ n+1F&L p(X, Hn+1; +)+ ,
which implies that (A, { F ) # C|, p2(X, r).
It also follows from (10.9) that, on X A & X F ,
:

n=0
sn
n !
&{ n(A, { F )&Hn
\ :

n=0
sn
n !
&{ nA&Hn+1+\ :

n=0
sn
n!
&{ n+1F&Hn+1+ ,
e=s2 \ :

n=0
=&n
n!
&{ nA&2Hn+1+
12
\ :

n=0
=&n
n !
&{ n+1F&2Hn+1+
12
.
Thus the first inequality in (10.8) has been verified. K
Lemma 10.10. Let 2<p<, A # C|, p(X, r; H ) and F, G # C|, p(X, r).
Then it holds that
A F (x+- &1 h)=( A, { F
t
)(x+- &1 h), x # X A & X F , h # H(r),
and
( FG
t
)(x+- &1 h)=(F G )(x+- &1 h), x # X F & X G , h # H(r).
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Proof. By (4.12) and (10.4), it holds that, for x # X A & X F ,
A F (x+- &1 h)
= :

n=1
- &1n&1
(n&1)!
({ nF(x), A (x+- &1 h)h n&1)
= :

n=1
- &1n&1
(n&1)!
:

m=0
- &1m
m !
({ nF(x), ({ mA(x), h mV) h n&1)
= :

j=0
:

m=0
- &1 j+m
j ! m !
(({ j+1F(x), h  j) , ({ mA(x), h m))
= :

i=0
- &1i
i !
:
i
m=0 \
i
m+ (({ mA(x), h m) , ({ i&m+1F(x), h  i&m)).
Since
({ i(A, F )(x), h  i)= :
i
m=0 \
i
m+ (({ mA(x), h m) , ({ i&m+1F(x), h  i&m))
for x # X A & X F , this implies the first identity.
Observe that
({ n(FG)(x), h n) = :
n
m=0 \
n
m+ ({ mF (x){ n&mG(x), h n)
for x # X F & X G . It is then an easy matter to conclude the second
identity. K
Lemma 10.11. Under the assumptions in Theorem 10.5, the identity
(10.6) holds.
Proof. Let G=(A, { F ). By Lemma 10.7, G # C|(X ). It follows
from Theorem 4.11 that G(x+‘.(x))=n=0 (‘
nn!)({ nG(x), .(x) n) ,
x # X A & X G . Then, applying (10.8) with s=&.&H , we obtain that
UG, .(1)# sup
|‘| <1
|G (V+‘.(V))| :

n=0
&.&nH
n!
&{ n(A, { F )&H
e= &.&
2
H[M0[A, 1=] M0[{F, 1=]]12.
Thus we have that
UG, .(1) J.(1) # L1(X, R; +).
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Set K=({*A) F. Similarly, we can show that
UK, .(1) J.(1) # L1(X, R; +).
Since X G d+=X K d+, as an application of Scholium 6.1, we have that
|
V
G d+V=|
X
G d+=|
X
K d+=|
V
K d+V .
Plugging the identities in Lemma 10.10 into this, we arrive at (10.6). K
We shall close this section with a remark to Theorem 10.5.
Theorem 10.12.
(i) Let p, q # (2, ) and A # C |, p(X ; H ). Assume that
{*A # C|, p(X ; H ), and that
M0[A, r], M0[{*A, r] # Lq(X, R; +) for any r>0.
Then, it holds that
( {*A
t
)h={*A h+- &1 (A h , h) +-a.e. for any h # H, (10.13)
where A h(x)=A (x+- &1 h).
(ii) If p>2, and A # C|, p(X, r; H ) is of the form A=Ni=1 Ai } hi ,
Ai # C|, p(X, r; H ), hi # H, i=1, ..., N, then {*A # C |, p2(X, r). Moreover
{*A
t
(z)= :
N
i=1
[A i (z)(z, hi)&( ({ Ai
t
)(z), hi)]. (10.14)
Scholium 10.1 follows from the second assertion and Theorem 10.5.
Proof. (i) Consider A # C|(X ; H ) as described in (i). Fix h, k # H, and
set .(x)#h and F (x)=e- &1 (x, h+k). It is easily checked that the assump-
tions in Theorem 10.5 are satisfied for these ., F and A. Moreover, by a
direct computation, we have
F (x+- &1 .(x))=e- &1 (x, h+k) &(h, h+k),
A F (x+- &1 .(x))=- &1 (A (x+- &1 h), h+k) e- &1 (x, h+k)&(h, h+k),
d.(x; - &1)=e&- &1 (x, h)+(&h&
2
H2).
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Plugging these into (10.6), we obtain
|
X
( {*A
t
)h (x) e- &1 (x, k)+(dx)
=|
X
- &1 (A h(x), h+k) e- &1 (x, k)+(dx)
=|
X
[{*A h(x)+- &1 (A h(x), h)] e- &1 (x, k)+(dx).
This implies (10.13).
(ii) Let A # C|(X ; H ) be of the form stated in (ii). Then, it is well
known that
{*A= :
N
i=1
[Ai (V, hi)&({Ai , hi)].
Applying Lemmas 10.7 and 10.10, and Example 5.1, we obtain the
assertion. K
APPENDIX: ANOTHER INTEGRATION BY PARTS
FORMULA ON TOTALLY REAL SUBMANIFOLDS
Throughout the section, we fix a totally real submanifold V/X- &1 H
with characteristic function ., and shall establish an integration by parts
formula on it with respect to +V .
We shall define vector fields on V. Every l # X* operates on z=
x+- &1 h # X- &1 H so that
(z, l )=(x, l ) +- &1 (h, l).
We define a space FC A (X- &1 H ) in the same way as we did
FC A (X ), only this time relative to C and z # X- &1 H instead of R
and x # X. For h # H, z # V, and f # FC A (X- &1 H ), we define the
derivative {Vh f (z) along the curve [0, 1] % = [ I.(Re z+=h) by
{Vh f (z)=lim
=  0
f (I.(Re z+=h))&f (z)
=
,
where I.(x)=x+- &1 .(x). Our integration by parts formula for {Vh is
as follows.
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Theorem A.1. Suppose that the characteristic function . of V satisfies
that . # D2, &(X ; H ), det2(I+- &1 {.){0 +-a.e., and that exp[&.&2H+
&{.&2H2] # 1<p< L
p(X, R; +). Then it holds that, for any h # H and
f, g # FC A (X- &1 H ),
|
V
({Vh f (z)) g(z) +V (dz)=|
V
f (z)[ g(z) 8h(z)&{Vh g(z)] +V (dz),
where
8h(z)=(Re z, h) +- &1 ({{*.(Re z), h) &({.(Re z)[h], .(Re z))
&- &1 i(z) tr[[(I+- &1 {.(Re z))&1&I ] {2.(Re z)[h]],
and
i(z)={1det2(I+- &1 {.(Re z)),0,
if det2(. . .){0,
otherwise.
To show this theorem, we first review a characterization of Sobolev
spaces D1, p(X ; E ).
Lemma A.2. F # D1, p(X ; E) if and only if F # L p(X, E ; +) and enjoys
that
(a) for each h # H, there is a measurable F (h): X  E such that
F=F (h) +-a.e. and F (h)(x+th) is absolutely continuous in t for every x # X,
(b) there exists a { F # L p(X, HE ; +) such that
"1= (F (x+=h)&F (x))&{ F (x)[h]"E  0
in probability for any h # H.
Moreover, {F={ F +-a.e. for any F # D1, p(X ; E ). Finally, if
F # D1, 2(X ; H ) is H-C 1, then DF={F and D*F={*F +-a.e.
Proof. The first two assertions were seen by Sugita [20]. The last
assertion is an immediate consequence of the first one and
[12, Theorem 5.1]. K
In the sequel, we shall not distinguish {, D and { and simply write { for
any of them. Applying this lemma, we can see the regularity of
det2(I+- &1 {.).
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Lemma A.3. Consider A # D1, &(X, H 2; +) satisfying that
exp[&A&2H2] # ,
1< p<
L p(X ; R).
Then, det2(I+- &1 A) # D1, &(X ; C). Moreover, it holds that, for h # H,
{(det2(I+- &1 A))(x)[h]
=- &1 det2(I+- &1 A(x)) tr[[(I+- &1 A(x))&1&I ] {A(x)[h]].
Proof. It follows from (6.6)(6.8) that
|det2(I+T+B)&det2(1+T )|&B&2 exp[2(&T&22+&B&
2
2+1)],
where & }&2 denotes the HilbertSchmidt norm of operators S : H C  H C as
in Section 6. The assertion then can be verified with the help of Lemma A.2
after a routine computation. K
We now have:
Lemma A.4. Assume that . # D2, &(X ; H ), det2(I+- &1 {.){0 +-a.e.,
and exp[&.&2H+&{.&
2
H2] # 1<p<L
p(X, R;+). Define ;:D1, &(X; H ) 
B(X ) (# the space of C-Borel measurable functions on X ) by
;(G)={*G+- &1 ({{*., G)&({.[G], .) ,
&- &1 i( } ) tr[[(I+- &1 {.)&1&I ] {2.[G]],
where
i(x)={1det2(I+- &1 {.(x)),0,
if det2(. . .){0,
otherwise.
Set
d+.=det2(I+- &1 {.) exp[&- &1 {*.+ 12 &.&2H] d+.
If F # D1, &(X ; R) and G # D1, &(X ; H ), then it holds that
|
X
({F, G) d+.=|
X
F;(G) d+. . (A.5)
Proof. On account of Lemma A.3, we see that
|
X
({F, G) d+.
=|
X
F {*(det2(I+- &1 {.) exp[&- &1 {*.+ 12 &.&2H] G) d+.
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Since {*(KG)=K{*G&({K, G) , K # D1, &(X ; R), it is straightforward
to see that
{*(det2(I+- &1 {.) exp[&- &1 {*.+ 12 &.&2H] G)
=det2(I+- &1 {.) exp[&- &1 {*.+ 12 &.&2H] ;(G),
which, combined with (A.5), completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem A.1. Notice that {Vh f (I.)={( f (I.))[h] for
f # FC A (X- &1 H ). Thus the assertion is an immediate consequence of
Lemmas A.2 and A.4 and the very definition of +V . K
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